A necessary and sufficient condition for a meromorphic function to be schlicht in a given domain was obtained by Grunsky in 1939 [2] . Somewhat later, Schiffer showed how the coefficients in this condition could be obtained from the coefficients of log[fiz)-/(f)]/[2 -f ], [3] . In the particular case of functions which are schlicht in |z| <1, the Grunsky results, combined with those of Schiffer, can be summarized as: Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(z)=z +a2z2+ • • • , which is regular in \z\ <1, be schlicht in \z\ <1 is that (1) ( ,j ^n-^m^n = Z I*-17« for every sequence {xn} for which the right-hand side converges, where the coefficients Cnm are determined by (2) ^BtM . ± c.^r.
Z -f n,m=0
Recently, Charzynski and Schiffer gave a new proof that |<z4| =4 making use of essentially the Grunsky inequalities [l] . This proof, which is completely elementary except for the use of these inequalities, has caused renewed interest in the Grunsky inequalities, but a nontrivial difficulty in such a study is the actual determination of the coefficients Cnm. The main purpose of this note is to derive a formula for these coefficients. However, before proceeding on this there are a few observations of a more or less transparent nature which are worth making.
First, notice that /(z) defines Cnm for all non-negative pairs («, m). However, the Grunsky inequalities of Theorem 1 only make use of the Cnm for which n, m = 1. Since g(z) =f(z)/ [l -(f(z)/w0) ] has the same set of Cnm asfiz) lor n, w = l for any value of Wo^O, the fact that /(z) is regular in |z| <1 is a hypothesis in Theorem 1 and cannot be proved from the existence of the inequalities. Remark. Inequality (6) appears to be essentially equivalent to formulas obtained by Wolibner [5] . In this paper, Wolibner generalizes results of Biernacki and Golusin to obtain this result.
Proof. From (3) it is obvious that Ç£ = C%1, hence from (4) Inequality (6) can be obtained directly from the above formula if we set ym = 0 for m?¿k, y* = l, and xn = nC^* where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate of the term.
We now turn to the problem of determining the Grunsky coefficients Cg». From (3)
These series will converge and give the required representation if f is sufficiently small (but f t^O) and then z is sufficiently small with respect to f. The final two terms in the last expression make no contribution to C£ for w>0 and m>0. Hence C^ will be the coefficient of z"fm in the first term.
Let us define b, = a,+i. Then 
In exactly the same way, we see that the coefficient of fm in [/(rp)]~"lp is nonzero if and only iim= -v+jp for some non-negative integer j, and then it is r/p,=z( "" )xb?...b7, if n+m = hp, and C^ = 0 otherwise.
In this expression, we will leave the upper limit [n/p] with the understanding that if k = n/p the term will be taken to be zero. Notice that in this case, the two multinomial symbols both have a zero. 
We have therefore shown
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We remark that n/p = k, q = 2, hence the factor in the denominator is zero if and only if n/p = k, and q = t. But this implies sx = qi, s2 = q2, • • • , Sh = qh, and hence k -h. But n/p+m/p = h, and since w = l, we cannot have k = n/p and è = A simultaneously.
In the case when k = n/p, the corresponding multinomial coefficient is automatically zero as can be seen from the above calculation. Therefore in this formula, no special provision has to be made for the case when n/p is an integer.
Notice that the double sum on k and S* in (8) In the following, let x = k/p. Then
Cíp_s,t = -a«-(l+*)<i2a5-(l+*)a3a4+-(l+*)(2+*)a2a4+-(l+*)(2+*)a2a3 p L 2 2 -i (l+*)(2+*)(3+*)a2as+¿ (l+*)(2+*)(3+*)(4+*)a2] 0<*gl = -a«-2a235-(l+*)03<i4+;r (2+5*-* )a2a4+(l+2*)a2a3 p L 2 --(l+*)(3+4*-*V2<i3+¿ (l+*)(2+*)(3+3*-*2)a2~| lá*á2 --(6-*)(-2+6*-*V2,a»+T-(6-*)(7-*)(-7+7*-*V2 3g*il i r i 2 i 2 = -ae-(6-*)a205-(6-*)öja4+-(6-*)(7-*)a204+-(6-*)(7-*)a2a3 p L 2 2 --(6-*)(7-*)(8-*)a2a3+-(6-*)(7-*)(8-*)(9-*)aí] 4á*<5. This appears to be about the best estimate which can be obtained for |o3| from the Grunsky inequalities. The author wishes to thank the referee for calling his attention to references [4] and [5] .
